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Outline for the Use of: 
The Phenomenology of Consciousness Inventory – 

Hypnotic Assessment Procedure (PCI-HAP) 
 
 

Informing the client about the PCI-HAP: 
 
 Inform the client that you will be assessing their hypnotic responsivity, while also allowing them 
to experience what hypnosis is like.  Before getting started, they will complete a pre-assessment form 
that will ask if they were hypnotized before, how hypnotized they feel they will be today, how vivid their 
visual and kinesthetic imagery is, and how helpful they feel hypnosis may be for them.   
 
 After the hypnosis they will complete a 53-item inventory that asks about their experience during 
a 2-minute sitting quietly period embedded during the hypnosis and also a debriefing (post-assessment) 
form that will ask about their experiences during and after hypnosis.  Tell the client that you will be 
reading the hypnotic protocol so that their responses to the PCI will be able to be compared to other 
people who experienced the identical hypnotic induction procedure. 
  
 Tell the client that during the hypnotic induction you will first relax them with a relaxation protocol 
called a "body scan."  You will then try to move them into hypnosis by counting from "10" to "1."  After 
that you will take them on a fantasy journey to a vacation place.  Ask them to think of a place, i.e., the 
beach, Mexico, the mountains, etc. they would like to go visit (they do not have to tell you beforehand 
where they will go).  When they go on vacation via a hypnotic dream, they want to just relax and 
experience it as best they can. 
   
 Also tell the client that during the hypnotic assessment you will give them several different 
hypnotic suggestions (but do not tell them what those suggestions are).  Tell them that an example of a 
hypnotic suggestion is:  "As I continue to talk you will notice that your arm becomes lighter and lighter 
and slowly may begin to rise." (I gently and slowly lift my right arm.)  This gives the client an example of 
what a hypnotic suggestion is like without revealing the hypnotic suggestion items (the finger response 
and the eye catalepsy items) from the HAP. 
 
 Finally, tell the client that after the hypnotic assessment, you will go over with them a debriefing 
form that will help you better understand their experience during hypnosis.  After the debriefing is over, 
give them the PCI, Form 1, and go over with them the first three or four items of the PCI, asking the 
client to complete it in reference to the 2-minute sitting quietly period during the hypnotic assessment 
when you stopped talking and they were asked "for the next several minutes . . . to continue to 
experience the state you are in right now."  (If the PCI-HAP is given in a group, then the client completes 
a self-report debriefing form after first completing the PCI.) 
 
 For clients seen in my (RP) private practice office, once they know how to reliably complete the 
PCI (by reviewing the first several items of the PCI with them), I usually have them complete the PCI 
after the session in my waiting room.  If they are unable to do that, then I give them a stamped, self-
addressed envelope and ask them to complete the PCI as soon as they get home and mail it back to 
me in the envelope.  I also tell them that because their memory trace of the hypnosis will fade over time, 
it is very important for them to complete the PCI as soon as they possibly can (when they return home).  
I then score the PCI when it is received and go over the results with them their next scheduled session.  
(Ideally, completion of the PCI immediately after the PCI-HAP is recommended, especially if the client 
can complete the instrument in the waiting room.) 
 
 For clients who complete the PCI in a group setting, like the VA hospital where I (RP) work 
during my "day job", I will have the clients first complete the PCI in reference to the sitting quietly period 
embedded in the PCI-HAP, and then complete the self-report debriefing (post-assessment) form after 
the PCI. 
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Outline for Administering the PCI-HAP: 
 
The administration of the PCI-HAP consists of a pre-assessment, the actual PCI-HAP induction, 
completion of the PCI, and a post-assessment.  The PCI-HAP can be given individually to the client or a 
group of clients/research participants.  Its administration is described below: 
 
Pre-Assessment (See Appendix A): 
 
 1. Use the "Therapist-Assisted PCI-HAP (Hypnotic Assessment Procedure) Pre-Assessment" if 
you are working with an individual client, and use the "Self-Report PCI-HAP (Hypnotic Assessment 
Procedure) Pre-Assessment" if you are working with a group of clients. 
 
 2. Tell the client that you would like to get some preliminary information about them via a pre-
assessment form that you want them to complete. 
 
 3. Ask the client if they have been hypnotized before.  If they have, record the year and how 
hypnotized they thought they became at that time. 
 
 4. Have the client rate how hypnotized they feel they will become today.  Even if they have never 
been hypnotized before, get them to rate themselves as to how hypnotized they will become 
 
 5. Have the client rate both their visual and kinesthetic imagery of being in a hot tub. 
 
 6. Have the client rate how helpful they think the self-hypnosis training is going to be. 
 
 
Administering the Hypnotic Assessment Procedure (HAP) - Induction Procedure (See Appendix 
B): 
 
 The various sections of the PCI-HAP induction procedure are described below: 
 
 1. Do a "body scan" relaxation procedure (this is progressive relaxation but without the tensing). 
 
 2. Do a "mind calm" hypnotic induction procedure (count from "10" to "1" and give instructions 
that the client's mind will become more and more calm, more and more serene as the client moves into 
a deep hypnotic state). 
 
 3. Send the client on "vacation" to a spot they would like to visit via a hypnotic dream (and give 
them a minute to experience that). 
 
 4. Test the client with the left index finger item (pausing 5 seconds and observing if they raised 
their left index finger if it is an individual administration) and the eye catalepsy item (pausing 10 seconds 
and observing if they open their eyes if it is an individual administration).  (If the PCI-HAP is done via a 
group administration, the client will complete a self-report debriefing form after completing the PCI 
asking them to describe if they raised their index finger and if they opened their eyes.) 
 
 5. Have the client sit quietly for two minutes and have them "just continue to experience the state 
you are in right now."  Immediately after the sitting quietly period, tell them to make a mental note of 
what they were experiencing while they were sitting quietly, because afterwards they will be completing 
an inventory that asks about their experience. 
 
 6. Count from "1" to "5" and have the client open his or her eyes as they come out of trance.   
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Post-Assessment (See Appendix D):   
 
[Note:  If this is an individual assessment, review the post-assessment debriefing form with the client 
first and then give the client the PCI to complete.  If this is a group administration, once the induction is 
completed, have the clients first complete the PCI, and then the post-assessment.] 
 
 1. Use the "Therapist-Assisted PCI-HAP (Hypnotic Assessment Procedure) Debriefing Form" if 
this is an individual administration and the "PCI-HAP Post-Assessment Self-Report Debriefing Form" if 
this is a group administration. 
 
 2. Have the client rate their imagery while they were on vacation on a "1" to "10" scale ("1" = just 
a thought; "10" = as real and vivid as actually there).  Then ask about their experience and write it in. 
 
 3. Ask the client if they raised their left index finger when asked to do so. 
 
 4. Ask the client if they opened their eyes during the time when they were told their eyes were 
"tightly glued shut."  Then ask them to comment on their experience during the time immediately after 
they did (or did not) open their eyes. 
 
 5. Ask the client if they believe they fell asleep (real, not, hypnotic sleep) during the sitting quietly 
period by asking them to choose one of four options listed on the form. 
 
 6. Ask the client what it was like when you asked them "to continue to experience the state you 
are in right now;" that is, the sitting quietly period near the end of the hypnosis. 
 
 7. Ask the client what they felt like immediately after coming out of hypnosis. 
 
 8. Ask the client about any negative effects during the hypnosis. 
 
 9. Ask the client to estimate how deeply hypnotizable they felt themselves to be on a “1” to “10” 
scale. 
 
 10. Ask the client how helpful they think the self-hypnosis training is going to be to help them 
with their problems. 
 
 11. Again ask the client about the eye catalepsy item, giving a finer gradation of their response. 
 
 
Completion of the PCI (See Appendix C):   
 
 Take out a copy of the PCI.  Complete the identifying information at the top of page 2 (if this is 
an individual administration) and then read to them the "Instructions for completing this inventory” (page 
2 of the inventory).  Tell the client that you will be going over the first several items of the inventory with 
them to make sure that they understand how to complete the PCI. They are to complete the PCI only in 
reference to the 2-minute sitting quietly period near the end of the hypnosis (see below).   
 
 If they do not complete the PCI immediately after the hypnotic assessment (such as in your 
waiting room), then they are to complete it as soon as possible when they get home and mail it back to 
you in the stamped, self-addressed envelope that you've furnished for them.  Tell them to read the 
"Instructions" on page 1 if they have any questions, and then turn to page 2 and complete the 53 items 
of the PCI.   All items of the PCI must be completed.  
   
 Whether this is an individual or group administration, go over with the client, the first three or four 
items of the inventory, and have them circle the numbers (from "0" to "6") that best corresponds to their 
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subjective experience during the sitting quietly period, telling them that "circling the 0 (or darkening the 
"0" bubble on the optical scanning sheet, if using such sheets) means you are endorsing the statement 
on the left; circling the 6 (or darkening the "6" bubble on the optical scanning sheet) means you are 
endorsing the statement on the right."   
 
 
[Note:  Clients are to complete the PCI only in reference to the sitting quietly period near the end 
of the hypnosis, and not in reference to the whole hypnotic assessment.  Repeat the previous 
sentence to them.]   
 
   
EXCEL Scoring Program (See Appendix E):  
 
 Once the client has completed the PCI-HAP, you then use the PCI-HAP EXCEL program to 
score the PCI-HAP.   Call up the EXCEL program on your computer.  
 
 1. To score the PCI-HAP first type in the client's name at the top of page 1 and the date at the 
top right of page 1. 
 
 2. In the area under "Client Responses" type in the responses from the pre-assessment and the 
post-assessment. 
 
 3. To score the PCI, go to page 2 of the program and under "Circled" at the left side of the form, 
type in the 53 items of the PCI. 
  
 4. Once all items are typed in, print out all five pages of the PCI-HAP EXCEL program.  All 
values for all variables will automatically be computed.  
 
 5. You now have a 4 page report on your client's hypnotic responsivity from a phenomenological 
perspective! 
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Appendix A 
 

Therapist-Assisted PCI-HAP (Hypnotic Assessment Procedure) Pre-Assessment 
(To be completed by the therapist immediately prior to completing the PCI-HAP) 

 
 

Client's Name:____________________________  SSN (last four):__________  Date:______________ 
 

Please ask the client the following items: 
 
 
1.   Have you ever tried to be hypnotized before?   
 
      a.  Yes________  (go to item #1c and #1d)    b. No________  (go to item #2): 
 
 

1c.  If yes, when, what year were you last hypnotized? _________ 
 

1d.  On a "1" to "10" intensity scale, how deeply hypnotized do you feel that you became at that time?    
Let "1" = "not hypnotized at all," and let "10" = "the most hypnotized that you can imagine:" 

 
__________  (go on to item #2) 
 
 
2.  I would like to know how deeply hypnotized you expect to be when we try to hypnotize you today.   Let "1" = 
"not hypnotized at all," and let "10" = "the most hypnotized that you can imagine."  (If this is the first time you are 
being hypnotized, even though you may have no idea as to what it is like to be hypnotized, individuals can still 
be fairly good at estimating how hypnotized they may be.)   
 
Please rate yourself on a scale of "1," "not hypnotized at all," to "10," the most deeply hypnotized that you can 
imagine," how hypnotized you feel you will be today: 
       __________  
     
3. Now I would like for you to estimate how vivid your visual and your bodily or kinesthetic imagery is.  Imagery 
usually consists of the internal visual pictures or kinesthetic and bodily impressions which pass before your 
mind, no matter how vague or dim they may be.  Whereas visual imagery is usually made up of visual images 
and pictures; bodily or kinesthetic imagery usually consists of imaginary sensations, such as imaginary warmth, 
coldness, tension, touch, etc. as you would imagine such sensations within your body.  Visual and bodily or 
kinesthetic imagery originate within you instead of coming from the environment. 
 
Please close your eyes imagine yourself relaxing in a hot tub. On a "1" to "10" scale, how vivid is your visual 
imagery of imagining yourself in the hot tub; how clearly and distinctly can you see or visualize yourself relaxing 
in the hot tub?  Let "1" = "just a thought, no image at all;" and let "10" = "so real and vivid that you can actually 
see yourself in the hot tub."   
       __________ 
 
4.  Now, how vivid is your bodily or kinesthetic imagery of relaxing in that hot tub?  In other words, close your 
eyes again and imagine how relaxed and warm your body feels, and imagine feeling those jets of warm water, 
gently massaging your body, bubbling away the tension and the tightness within your body.  On a "1" to "10" 
scale, how vivid is your bodily or kinesthetic imagery?  Let "1" = "no feeling or bodily sensations at all;" and let 
"10" = "you can actually feel yourself being gently massaged by the water jets in the hot tub."  
 
       __________ 
 
5.  Finally, how helpful do you think self-hypnosis training is going to be to help you with your problems, issues, 
or concerns?  Please rate on a "1" to "10" intensity scale, how helpful you feel self-hypnosis training is going to 
be.  Let "1" equal "not at all helpful," and let "10" equal "extremely helpful." 
 
__________ 
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Self-Report PCI-HAP (Hypnotic Assessment Procedure) Pre-Assessment 
 
 

Your Name:____________________________ SSN (last four):______________  Date:______________ 
 

Please complete the following items: 
 
 
1.   Have you ever tried to be hypnotized before?   
 
      a.  Yes________  (go to item #1c and #1d)    b. No________  (go to item #2): 
 
 

1c.  If yes, when, what year were you last hypnotized? _________ 
 

1d.  On a "1" to "10" intensity scale, how deeply hypnotized do you feel that you became at that time?    
Let "1" = "not hypnotized at all," and let "10" = "the most hypnotized that you can imagine:" 

 
 __________  (go on to item #2) 
 
 
2.  I would like to know how deeply hypnotized you expect to be when we try to hypnotize you today.   Let "1" = 
"not hypnotized at all," and let "10" = "the most hypnotized that you can imagine."  (If this is the first time you are 
being hypnotized, even though you may have no idea as to what it is like to be hypnotized, individuals can still 
be fairly good at estimating how hypnotized they may be.)   
 
Please rate yourself on a scale of "1," "not hypnotized at all," to "10," the most deeply hypnotized that you can 
imagine," how hypnotized you feel you will be today: 
       __________  
     
3. Now I would like for you to estimate how vivid your visual and your bodily or kinesthetic imagery is.  Imagery 
usually consists of the internal visual pictures or kinesthetic and bodily impressions which pass before your 
mind, no matter how vague or dim they may be.  Whereas visual imagery is usually made up of visual images 
and pictures; bodily or kinesthetic imagery usually consists of imaginary sensations, such as imaginary warmth, 
coldness, tension, touch, etc. as you would imagine such sensations within your body.  Visual and bodily or 
kinesthetic imagery originate within you instead of coming from the environment. 
 
Please close your eyes imagine yourself relaxing in a hot tub. On a "1" to "10" scale, how vivid is your visual 
imagery of imagining yourself in the hot tub; how clearly and distinctly can you see or visualize yourself relaxing 
in the hot tub?  Let "1" = "just a thought, no image at all;" and let "10" = "so real and vivid that you can actually 
see yourself in the hot tub."   
       __________ 
 
4.  Now, how vivid is your bodily or kinesthetic imagery of relaxing in that hot tub?  In other words, close your 
eyes again and imagine how relaxed and warm your body feels, and imagine feeling those jets of warm water, 
gently massaging your body, bubbling away the tension and the tightness within your body.  On a "1" to "10" 
scale, how vivid is your bodily or kinesthetic imagery?  Let "1" = "no feeling or bodily sensations at all;" and let 
"10" = "you can actually feel yourself being gently massaged by the water jets in the hot tub."  

__________ 
 
5.  Finally, how helpful do you think self-hypnosis training is going to be to help you with your problems, issues, 
or concerns?  Please rate on a "1" to "10" intensity scale, how helpful you feel self-hypnosis training is going to 
be.  Let "1" equal "not at all helpful," and let "10" equal "extremely helpful." 
 
__________ 
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Appendix B 
Hypnotic Assessment Procedure  (HAP) - Induction Procedure 

 
[Note:  If this is an individual session, please feel free to add client's name throughout this induction procedure 

so as to personalize it.]      
 

Just settle back comfortably in your chair and relax.  We're going to do a hypnotic induction 
procedure that will allow you to experience what hypnosis is like and will also allow me to assess how 
hypnotizable you are.  Before we will do this we will first show you a relaxation procedure, which will allow 
you to relax.  In order to be hypnotized, we would first like you to become relaxed and at ease and the 
relaxation procedure we will do will allow you to become more relaxed and at ease.   
 

After relaxing your body, we will show you how to calm your mind.  We will count backwards from 
"10" to "1", while you let your mind become more and more calm and at ease.  As I count back from "10" to 
"1", I will ask you to count along silently with me, so that by the time we get to "1", your mind will be deeply 
and calmly at ease.  As this happens you may feel yourself moving into a hypnotic state, a state, which many 
people report feels somewhat like falling asleep, but with the difference that they can still hear me.  This will 
allow you to experience what hypnosis is like for you.  Any questions?  (IF NO QUESTIONS, THEN 
PROCEED.) 
 

OK.  So forget about the other sounds and noises you may hear.  Whenever you are ready, just allow 
your eyes to close.  Let's begin by you becoming aware of your breathing.  That's right.  Just become aware 
of your breathing, and with each breath that you take, notice how relaxed you can become.  Let your 
breathing be rhythmic and natural and as you inhale and as you exhale, notice how much more relaxed you 
can become.  With each breath that you take, let yourself become more and more calm and more and more 
relaxed, as you forget about any other sounds or noises you may hear except for my voice.  While being 
aware of your breathing, let yourself relax, more and more deeply, more and more fully relaxed with each 
breath that you take. 
 

I now want you to focus your attention on the muscles of your forehead and scalp and let them relax.  
That's right, focus on the muscles of your forehead and scalp and let any tension and tightness just fade and 
vanish away, fade and vanish away.  Feel how relaxed and at ease you can let the muscles of your forehead 
and scalp become. 
 

Now, feel the relaxation moving down into the muscles around your eyes and your temples.  Focus 
on the muscles around your eyes and temples, and let any tension and tightness there just fade and vanish 
away.  Feel how relaxed and at ease you can let the muscles around your eyes and temples become.  Let 
your eyes relax.  Let your eyelids become heavy, very, very heavy; very, very relaxed.  See how relaxed and 
at ease you can let the muscles around your eyes become.  Now imagine the relaxation moving down into 
your cheeks and nose, and now, down across your chin and jaw.  Focus on the muscles of your chin and 
jaw, your cheeks and nose, and let all tension and tightness just fade and fade and vanish away, as you 
become more and more relaxed, more and more relaxed. 
 

Feel the relaxation now move down into the muscles of your neck.  Focus in on the muscles of your 
neck and shoulders and let any tension and tightness there just fade and vanish away.  Visualize the 
muscles of your neck and shoulders becoming more and more relaxed, more and more at ease, as all 
tension and tightness in your neck and shoulders just fades, and fades, and vanishes away.  With each 
breath that you take, with every word that I say, feel the muscles of your neck and shoulders relax, more and 
more relaxed, more and more deeply at ease.   
 

Now let the relaxation move down into your upper arms.  Let the muscles and tissues of your upper 
arms become more and more relaxed, more and more at ease, as all tension and tightness fades, and fades, 
and vanishes away.  Feel wave upon wave of deep, soothing relaxation now move down through your 
elbows into your lower arms, and into your wrists, hands and fingers.  Let all the muscles and tissues of your 
upper and lower arms, your hands and fingers become more and more relaxed, more and more at ease, as 
you forget about any sounds and noises, except my voice.  Feel how heavy and relaxed the muscles of your 
arms and hands can become. 
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Now let the relaxation in your arms and hands, move back up into your shoulders and down into your 

chest and upper back.  Let the muscles and internal organs of your chest and upper back become more and 
more relaxed, more and more at ease.  Feel and imagine the muscle fibers relax and become more and 
more loose and heavy, so that your heart and lungs can work more efficiently and more relaxedly.  Just relax, 
relax deeply, relax fully. 
 

Now let the relaxation continue down into your stomach and abdomen, your hips and lower back.  Let 
the muscles and internal organs of your hips and lower back, your stomach and abdomen become more and 
more relaxed, more and more at ease.  Feel how deeply relaxed and fully at ease you can let yourself 
become.  More and more relaxed and at ease with every word that I say, with every breath that you take.  
See how relaxed you can let yourself become. 
 

Feel the relaxation now gently move down into the muscles of your upper legs.  Feel the relaxation 
permeate each and every muscle fiber as the muscles there become more and more relaxed, more and 
more heavy and deeply relaxed.  Let the relaxation continue now down through your knees into your lower 
legs, and finally, your ankles, your feet, and your toes.   Let all the muscles and tissues of your legs, and feet, 
and toes, become more and more relaxed, more and more at ease.  Let all the muscles of your body relax. 
 

Now scan your body for any tension and tightness that may be left, and let that tension and tightness 
just fade and fade and vanish away.  See how relaxed you can let yourself become.  Your body is now very, 
very relaxed and at ease, very, very relaxed.  We would like you to let your mind become as calm and at 
ease as your body is relaxed.  In a few moments, I'm going to count back from "10" to "1" and with each 
number that I say, I would like you to count along silently with me.   

 
With each number that I say, with each number that you say silently, your mind will become more 

and more calm, more and more serene, more and more empty, so that by the time we get to "1", your mind 
will be completely at ease, completely still.  And as we count back from "10" to "1" you will feel yourself 
drifting off into a pleasant and relaxed hypnotic state, a state that many people report feels very much like 
falling asleep, but with the difference that you can clearly hear me.   

 
You will always hear me no matter how relaxed, how calm, how deeply hypnotized you feel yourself 

to be.  You feel very safe, very secure, and very at ease.  Very safe, very secure, and very at ease.   
 

Here we go.  Ten. . nine. . . let your mind become more and more calm, more and more clear, more 
and more at ease, as all worries and problems just fade and fade and vanish away.  See how clear and calm 
and serene you can let your mind become.  Eight . . . seven . . , let go of all worries and problems as your 
mind becomes more and more still, more and more quiet, more and more serene, as you begin to drift off into 
a pleasantly relaxed and calm hypnotic state.  Calm, relaxed, and at ease; calm . . , relaxed . . , and at ease.  
More and more calm, more and more serene.   

 
See how relaxed and at ease you can let yourself become.  Forget about any sounds and noises you 

may hear except for my voice and just focus on my voice as you go more and more deeply asleep. 
 

Six . . . five . . , feel your mind becoming more and more calm as you begin to go more and more 
deeply asleep, more and more deeply asleep, as you drift off into a very pleasantly relaxed and quiet 
hypnotic state.  A state very much like falling asleep but with the difference that you can clearly hear me.  
Four, feel yourself going deeper and deeper into a pleasantly relaxed and quiet hypnotic state, deeper and 
deeper asleep, more and more calm and at ease.  Just relax.  Relax. 
 

Three, going deeper and deeper asleep as your mind and body become more and more calm, more 
and more relaxed, more and more at ease.  Deeply asleep, fast asleep, nothing will disturb you.  Two, let 
yourself go more and more deeply asleep, more and more relaxed and at ease, more and more calm.  One . 
. , deeply asleep, fast asleep, nothing will disturb you as you feel very, very calm, quiet and deeply relaxed, 
deeply at ease.  Deeply asleep.  Although deeply asleep, you can clearly hear me; you will always hear me 
no matter how relaxed or asleep you may feel.  
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 You are now deeply relaxed and at ease; very calm and very relaxed.  In the deep hypnotic state 
you are now in, it is easier to get your conscious and subconscious and unconscious to work together as 
one, to help you become more the person you want to be.  In the deeply hypnotized state you are now in, it is 
much easier to have very vivid imagery of events of things you would like to imagine.   
 

In a minute, I'm going to stop talking, and I would like you to go on a vacation somewhere to a 
beautiful place and have a very relaxing and very wonderful time.  In a few moments, I'm going to count from 
"three" to "one", and by the time I reach "one", you will begin to have a very vivid dream, an extremely vivid 
dream of being on vacation in your favorite place, on a beautiful day.  By the time I get to "one," I want you to 
have a very vivid dream of being on vacation in your favorite place on a beautiful day.  I will then stop talking 
for about a minute or so and I want you to just enjoy your vacation, having a wonderful and relaxing time.  
When I start talking again, you will no longer be on vacation, but back here listening to me while remaining 
deeply hypnotized. 
 

Here we go.  Three . . . two . . . and by the time I get to "one" you will have a very vivid dream of 
being on vacation in your favorite place.   You will have a very vivid, refreshing and enjoyable dream of being 
on vacation in your favorite place.  One.  (PAUSE ONE MINUTE.)   
 
 (THEN SAY:)  Calm, relaxed, and at ease.  No longer on vacation, but back here, deeply relaxed, 
deeply hypnotized.  Please just remain relaxed and at ease.  Relaxed and at ease listening without effort to 
my voice.  OK.  In a moment I'm going to ask you to raise your index or pointer finger of your left hand.  This 
is the finger that is next to your thumb.  I'm going to ask you to raise your left index finger slightly.  OK.  If you 
can hear me, please raise your left index finger slightly now.  That's right, please raise your left index finger 
slightly now.  (PAUSE 5 SECONDS.)  That's fine.  Now relax.  Let your finger relax and let your whole body 
relax.  That's right, let your finger relax and let your whole body relax.  Let your finger relax and let your whole 
body relax.   
 

Your whole body is now relaxed and at ease, relaxed and calm, especially the muscles around your 
eyes.  The muscles around your eyes are very relaxed, very at ease.  So relaxed and at ease that they feel 
heavy, very heavy, heavy as lead.  And as I continue to talk the muscles around your eyes are getting 
heavier and heavier, heavier and heavier, heavy like lead.  The muscle around your eyes are so relaxed and 
at ease that they feel like they are glued together, tightly glued shut, impossible to open.    

 
In a few moments I'm going to ask you to try to open your eyes, but you are so deeply relaxed and at 

ease that I think you will find it quite difficult, near impossible to open your eyes.  And if you did open your 
eyes, you would of course, only do so momentarily and then immediately close your eyes so as not to disturb 
your concentration.  But I think you will find the muscles around your eyes so relaxed and at ease, so heavy 
that you will find them impossible to open.  Go ahead, try to open your eyes, go ahead, try to open your eyes.  
(PAUSE 10 SECONDS.  If this is an individual session, notice whether subject opens their eyes.  THEN 
SAY:)   
 

OK.  You can stop trying to open your eyes; you can stop trying to open your eyes.  Your eyes are no 
longer glued shut.  You could open your eyes now if you wanted to, but you are so relaxed and at ease that 
there is no need to open them.  Just let your eyes remained relaxed and shut, relaxed and at ease.  Continue 
to relax. 
 

You are now deeply relaxed, deeply at ease.  For the next minute or so I'm going to stop talking and I 
want you to continue to experience the state you are in right now.  That's right.  For the next several minutes 
I'm going to stop talking and I want you to continue to experience the state you are in right now.  Once I start 
talking again, we will then bring you out of the state you are in.  So for the next several minutes just continue 
to experience the state you are in right now.  After about two minutes I will start talking again.  (PAUSE TWO 
MINUTES.) 
 

Just remain calm and relaxed, calm and at ease.  Please make a mental note of what you were 
experiencing, what you were thinking and feeling when I stopped talking, because I will afterwards ask you to 
complete a questionnaire in reference to your experience of that time.  That's right, just take a moment now 
and take note of what you were thinking, feeling, and experiencing when I stopped talking. (PAUSE 15 
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SECONDS.) 
 

You are now deeply relaxed and at ease.  In a few moments I'm going to count from "one" to "five" 
and as I do so, you will begin to wake up.  I'm going to count from "one" to "five" and as I do you will become 
more and more aware and alert, so that at "five", your eyes will begin to open and you will be alert, relaxed, 
and at ease.  You will be alert, relaxed, and at ease, in your normal state of wakefulness.   
 

Here we go.  One, . . . (VOICE BECOMING LOUDER AS YOU COUNT FROM "ONE" TO "FIVE.")  
Two, . . three.    Becoming more and more awake, more and more aware, more and more alert.   Four.  
Waking up more and more, more and more.  Becoming more and more alert and aware, more and more 
alert.  FIVE!  Eyes beginning to open, alert, refreshed, relaxed, and at ease.  Eyes open, alert, refreshed, 
relaxed, and at ease.  In a state of wakefulness.  Alert . . , refreshed . . , relaxed . . , and at ease. 
 

Go over the post-assessment debriefing form with the client (if this is an individual session). Then have the client 
complete the PCI in reference to 2-minute sitting quietly period near end of procedure (and within the next several 

hours since completing the HAP induction).  If this is a group administration, have the clients first complete the PCI in 
reference to the 2-minute sitting quietly period, and then have them complete the Self-Report PCI-HAP Post-

Assessment Debriefing Form. 
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Appendix C 

PHENOMENOLOGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS INVENTORY (PCI), FORM 1 

by  Ronald J. Pekala, Ph.D. 

INSTRUCTIONS 

With the following questionnaire, you are to rate your experience of yourself and the time period in 
question by means of statements like the one shown below.  You are to evaluate your subjective experience 
according to the statements listed. 
 
    1. I felt very tranquil.     0  1  2  3  4  5  6     I felt very anxious. 
 

You are to do this by circling the number on this inventory that best corresponds to your subjective 
experience during the time period in question for each of the following items.  (If you are using an optical 
scanning sheet, then darken the number on the answer sheet that best corresponds to your subjective 
experience during the time period in question.)  As an example, if during the time period in question, you would 
rate your mood as “very calm and tranquil” and not at all “very anxious”, you would circle the “0” on this 
questionnaire (or darken the number “0” on the answer sheet if you are using an optical scanning form) that 
corresponds to statement number one. 
 

If, on the other hand, you were neither “very tranquil” nor “very anxious,” that is, you were midway 
between the two statements, you would circle the “3” on the answer sheet.  Circling the “0” means your 
experience is very much like the statement on the left, while circling the “6” means your experience is very much 
like the statement on the right.  Circling the numbers between “0” and “6” means your experience was 
somewhere between the statement on the left and that on the right.  Please feel free to choose any one of the 
numbers between “0” and “6.” 
 

Thus you are to circle the number (or darken in the number on the answer sheet if you are using an 
optical scanning form) for each statement that best corresponds to your subjective state at the time mentioned.  
Please do this for each of the following statements (found on the following pages) trying to be as accurate as 
you can. 
 

In order to best determine your subjective experience, definitions have been provided for some of the 
key words used on the following pages. 
 

1. SENSATIONS: are internal bodily impressions that you become aware of.  Itches, pressure, pain, 
warmth, and coldness are examples of such sensations. 
 

2. PERCEPTIONS: are impressions that you feel you receive from the external world.  Perceptions 
come from the environment through sights, sounds, smells, etc. 
 

3. FEELINGS OR EMOTIONS: are those internal impressions or moods such as happiness, joy, anger, 
excitement, etc. 
 

4. THOUGHTS: are internal words, statements, and verbalizations that you are saying to yourself. 
 

5.IMAGES OR IMAGERY: are internal visual (sights), auditory (sounds), kinesthetic (bodily), olfactory 
(smells), tactual (touch), or gustatory (tastes) impressions or pictures which pass before your mind, no matter 
how vague or dim they may be.  They originate within you instead of coming from the environment. 
 

6. IMPRESSIONS OR EVENTS: are any of the above, i.e., sensations, perceptions, thoughts, or 
images. 

Copyright 1982, 1991 by Ronald J. Pekala, Ph.D.  This inventory may not be reproduced in any form of printing or by any other means, 
electronic or mechanical, including, but not limited to, photocopying, audiovisual recording and transmission, and portrayal or duplication in 

any information storage and retrieval system without permission in writing from the publisher, the Mid-Atlantic Educational Institute, Inc., 309 
North Franklin Street, West Chester, PA  19380-2765.  Printed in the United States of America. 
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 PHENOMENOLOGY OF CONSCIOUSNESS INVENTORY, FORM 1 
If an optical scanning sheet is available, please complete the demographic information section of the optical 
scanning sheet and darken in the digits that correspond to that information.  Then put your responses on the 

scanning sheet, darkening in the digit that best corresponds to your subjective experience for the time in 
question for each item. 

 
If you will be putting your responses on this inventory, then complete the following information: 

 
  Your Name:  ______________________________________ Your Sex:___________ 

 
Your Age:_______   Highest grade completed in school:_______    Your Social Security 

Number:_____________ 
 

Today’s Date: __________________________ Today’s Code or Condition:_______________________ 
 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THIS INVENTORY 

YOU ARE NOW READY TO PROCEED TO THE QUESTIONNAIRE ITSELF.  PLEASE READ EACH 
STATEMENT SLOWLY AND CAREFULLY AND ANSWER AS ACCURATELY AS YOU CAN BY CIRCLING 
THE NUMBER BETWEEN “0” AND “6” (OR DARKENING IN THE APROPRIATE NUMBER ON THE OPTICAL 
SCANNING SHEET) THAT BEST CORRESPONDS TO YOUR SUBJECTIVE EXPERIENCE DURING THE 
TIME PERIOD IN QUESTION.  DO THIS FOR EACH STATEMENT. 

 
1. I was forever distracted and unable to 
concentrate on anything. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6  I was able to concentrate quite well and was 
not distracted. 

2. My thinking was clear and 
understandable. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 My thinking was unclear and not easy to 
understand. 

3. The thoughts and images I had were 
under my control; I decided what I thought 
or imagined. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 Images and thoughts popped into my mind 
without my control. 

4. I had an experience which I would label 
as very religious, spiritual, or 
transcendental. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I did not have any experience which I would 
label as religious, spiritual, or transcendental. 

5. I became aware of very intense sexual 
feelings. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I experienced no sexual feelings. 

6. I was silently talking to myself a great 
deal. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I did not engage in any silent talking to myself.

7. I felt very, very sad. 0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I felt no feelings of sadness whatsoever. 

8. My attention was completely directed 
toward my own internal subjective 
experience. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 My attention was completely directed toward 
the world around me. 

9. I felt ecstatic and joyful. 0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I felt no feelings of being ecstatic or joyful. 

10. I cannot remember what I experienced. 0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I can remember just about everything that I 
experienced. 

11. My body ended at the boundary 
between my skin and the world. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I felt my body greatly expanded beyond the 
boundaries of my skin. 

12. I experienced a great deal of visual 
imagery. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I experienced no visual imagery at all. 
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13. I was not aware of being aware of 
myself at all; I had no self-awareness. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I was very aware of being aware of myself; my 
self-awareness was intense. 

14. I felt no emotions of rage whatsoever. 0  1  2  3  4  5  6  I felt enraged. 

15. My perception of the flow of time 
changed drastically. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I noticed no changes in my perception of the 
flow of time. 

16. I felt very frightened. 0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I felt no emotions of being frightened. 

17. My perception of the world changed 
drastically. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I noticed no changes in my perception of the 
world. 

18. My visual imagery was so vivid and 
three-dimensional, it seemed real. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 My visual imagery was so vague and diffuse, it 
was hard to get an image of anything. 

19. The muscles of my body felt very tense 
and tight. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 The muscles of my body felt very loose and 
relaxed. 

20. I experienced no feelings of love. 0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I experienced very strong feelings of love. 

21. My state of consciousness was not any 
different or unusual from what it ordinarily 
is. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I felt in an extremely different and unusual 
state of consciousness. 

22. I can recall nothing that happened to 
me. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I can recall everything that happened to me. 

23. I had an experience of awe and 
reverence toward the world. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I had no experience of awe and reverence 
toward the world. 

24. Conceptually, my thinking was clear 
and distinct. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 Conceptually, my thinking was confused and 
muddled. 

25. I had complete control over what I was 
paying attention to. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I had no control over what I was paying 
attention to. 

26. My bodily feelings seemed to expand 
into the world around me. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 My bodily feelings were confined to the area 
within my skin. 

27. I was continually conscious and well 
aware of myself. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I lost consciousness of myself. 

28. My attention was totally directed toward 
the environment around me. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 My attention was totally directed toward my 
own internal, subjective experience. 

29. The world around me became extremely 
different in color or form. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I noticed no changes in the color or form of 
the world around me. 

30. Time seemed to greatly speed up or 
slow down. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 Time was experienced with no changes in its 
rate of passage. 

31. I felt no feelings of unhappiness or 
dejection. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I felt unhappy and dejected. 

32. I experienced no profound insights 
besides my usual cognitive understanding 
of things. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I experienced very profound and enlightening 
insights of certain ideas or issues. 

33. I felt very angry and upset. 0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I felt no feelings of being angry or upset. 

34.I was not distracted, but was able to be 
completely absorbed in what I was 
experiencing. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I was continually distracted by extraneous 
impressions or events. 

35. I was not aware of any sexual feelings. 0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I experienced very strong sexual feelings. 
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36. My thought processes were nonrational 
and very hard to comprehend. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6  My thought processes were rational and easy 
to comprehend. 

37. I felt no feelings of tension or tightness 
at all. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I felt tense and tight. 

38. My memory of the events I experienced 
is extremely clear and vivid. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 My memory of the events I experienced is 
extremely blurred and hazy. 

39. I noticed no changes in the size, shape, 
or perspective of the objects in the world 
around me. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 Objects in the world around me changed in 
size, shape, or perspective. 

40. My state of awareness was very 
different from what I usually experience. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 My state of awareness was no different than 
usual. 

41. I relinquished control and became 
receptive and passive to what I was 
experiencing. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I was willfully controlling what I was 
experiencing. 

42. I felt no feelings of being scared or 
afraid. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I felt very scared and afraid. 

43. I felt no sense of timelessness; time 
flowed as I usually experienced it. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 Time stood still; there was no movement of 
time at all. 

44. I experienced no or very few images. 0  1  2  3  4  5  6 My experience was made up almost 
completely of images. 

45. I did not engage in any silent talking to 
myself. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I was silently talking to myself a great deal. 

46. I experienced no feelings of ecstasy or 
extreme happiness beyond my usual 
feelings. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I felt feelings of ecstasy and extreme 
happiness. 

47. I experienced no sense of sacredness 
or deep meaning in existence beyond my 
usual feelings. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 Existence became deeply sacred or 
meaningful. 

48. My imagery was very vague and dim. 0  1  2  3  4  5  6 My imagery was as clear and vivid as objects 
in the real world. 

49. I felt intense feelings of loving-
kindness. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I felt no feelings of loving-kindness. 

50. I maintained a very strong sense of self-
awareness the whole time. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I did not maintain a very strong sense of self-
awareness at all. 

51. I continually maintained a very strong 
sense of separation between myself and 
the environment. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I experienced intense unity with the world; the 
boundaries between me and the environment 
dissolved away. 

52. My attention was completely inner-
directed. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 My attention was completely outer-directed. 

53. My state of awareness was not unusual 
or different from what it ordinarily is. 

0  1  2  3  4  5  6 I felt in an extraordinarily unusual and 
nonordinary state of awareness. 

 
Information on manual scoring sheets for this inventory may be obtained by writing to the Mid-Atlantic Educational Institute, Inc., 309 North Franklin Street, West 
Chester, PA  19380-2765.  Information on the reliability and validity of this instrument, how to computer score and use it, past research, and clinical applications 
are contained in the book, Quantifying Consciousness: An Empirical Approach, published by Plenum Publishing Corporation, 1991 (and available from Mid-
Atlantic).  Individuals interested in workshop information concerning the research and clinical applications of self-report psychophenomenological state 
instruments in mapping the structures and patterns of consciousness, and states and altered states of consciousness are encouraged to write to Mid- Atlantic.
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Appendix D 
 

Therapist-Assisted PCI-HAP Post-Assessment Debriefing Form 
(To be completed by the therapist immediately after completing the PCI-HAP, but before completing the PCI) 

 
Your Name:__________________________  SSN (Last Four):__________Today's Date:___________ 
 
 
1.  During the hypnosis, you were asked to go on vacation and have a wonderful time on a beautiful day. 
Please rate on a "1" to "10" scale how vivid your vacation was.  Let "1" = just a thought, no image at all; and 
let "10" = as real and vivid as actually being there.  What number between "1" and "10" best represents how 
vivid your imagery was:  
   _________ 
 
 
Please describe what happened on your vacation: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. After the vacation, you were asked to briefly raise your left index finger.  Did you raise your left index 
finger?   
 
 1. Yes_______  2. No_______ 
 
 
3. Near the end of the hypnosis, you were told that your eye lids were very heavy, heavy like lead, and 
extremely difficult to open.  But you were asked to try to open your eyes anyway. 
 
 
Did you open your eyes during that time?  1. Yes________  2. No________  
 
 
Please describe what the experience of trying to open your eyes was like: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Near the very end of the hypnosis, you were told to sit quietly for two minutes and continue to experience 
the state you were in at the time. Do you believe you fell asleep, not a hypnotic sleep but actual or real sleep, 
during that time?  Which of the following best apply (read all 4 and then ask the client to choose): 
 
  
 1. _____ Yes, I fell asleep (real, not hypnotic, sleep) during the 2 minute sitting quietly period. 
 2. _____ I probably fell asleep, but I'm not sure. 
 3. _____ I don't believe that I fell asleep. 
 4. _____ No, I did not fall asleep. 
 
 
5. Please describe here what you were experiencing at the time, when I stopped talking for about 2 minutes 
near the end of the hypnosis: 
 

 (TURN OVER) 
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6. Please describe how you now feel after the hypnosis: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Did you experience any negative effects during or after the hypnosis?  If yes, please describe: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. On a "1" to "10" scale, how hypnotized do you feel that you became.  Let "1" = not hypnotized at all, and let 
"10" = the most hypnotized that you can imagine: 
      ________ 
 
If you want to comment about how hypnotized you feel you became, please describe that for me now: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9. How helpful do you think self-hypnosis training is going to be to help you with your problems, issues, and 
concerns?  Please rate on a "1" to "10" intensity scale, how helpful you feel self-hypnosis training is going 
to be.  Let "1" equal "not at all helpful," and let "10" equal "extremely helpful." 
               __________ 
 
 
If you want to comment about how helpful you believe self-hypnosis training is going to be, please describe 
that for me now: 
 
 
 
 
 
10. Finally, I would like you to return to the question about opening your eyes near the end of the hypnosis.  
(You were told that your eyelids were very heavy, heavy like lead, and extremely difficult to open.  But you 
were asked to try to open your eyes anyway.)   
 
Which of the following best describes how easy or difficult it was for you to open (or not open) your eyes?   
 
 1.  ______ I immediately and very easily opened my eyes. 
 2.  ______ I was able to open my eyes with just a little effort. 
 3.  ______ It was somewhat difficult to open my eyes, but I was able to open them. 
 4.  ______ I barely was able to open my eyes; I opened them just a little. 
 5.  ______ I could have opened my eyes if I wanted to; but I didn't, it was too much effort to even 
 try. 

6.  ______It was difficult to open my eyes; I did not open them but I probably could have if I had more 
time. 

 7.  ______ It was impossible to open my eyes; as hard as I tried, I could not open them. 
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PCI-HAP Post-Assessment Self-Report Debriefing Form 
(To be completed by the participant immediately after completing the  PCI) 

 
 

Your Name:__________________________  SSN (Last Four):__________Today's Date:___________ 
 
 
1.  During the hypnosis, you were asked to go on vacation and have a wonderful time on a beautiful day. 
Please rate on a "1" to "10" scale how vivid your vacation was.  Let "1" = just a thought, no image at all; and 
let "10" = as real and vivid as actually being there.  What number between "1" and "10" best represents how 
vivid your imagery was:  
   _________ 
 
 
Please describe what happened on your vacation: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. After the vacation, you were asked to briefly raise your left index finger.  Did you raise your left index 
finger?   
 
 1. Yes_______  2. No_______ 
 
 
3. Near the end of the hypnosis, you were told that your eye lids were very heavy, heavy like lead, and 
extremely difficult to open.  But you were asked to try to open your eyes anyway. 
 
 
Did you open your eyes during that time?  1. Yes________  2. No________  
 
 
Please describe what the experience of trying to open your eyes was like: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
4. Near the very end of the hypnosis, you were told to sit quietly for two minutes and continue to experience 
the state you were in at the time. Do you believe you fell asleep, not a hypnotic sleep but actual or real sleep, 
during that time?  Which of the following best apply (read all 4 and then ask the client to choose): 
 
  
 1. _____ Yes, I fell asleep (real, not hypnotic, sleep) during the 2 minute sitting quietly period. 
 2. _____ I probably fell asleep, but I'm not sure. 
 3. _____ I don't believe that I fell asleep. 
 4. _____ No, I did not fall asleep. 
 
 
5. Please describe here what you were experiencing at the time, when I stopped talking for about 2 minutes 
near the end of the hypnosis: 
 
 

 (TURN OVER) 
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6. Please describe how you now feel after the hypnosis: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
7. Did you experience any negative effects during or after the hypnosis?  If yes, please describe: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
8. On a "1" to "10" scale, how hypnotized do you feel that you became.  Let "1" = not hypnotized at all, and let 
"10" = the most hypnotized that you can imagine: 
      ________ 
 
If you want to comment about how hypnotized you feel you became, please describe that for me now: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
9. How helpful do you think self-hypnosis training is going to be to help you with your problems, issues, and 
concerns?  Please rate on a "1" to "10" intensity scale, how helpful you feel self-hypnosis training is going 
to be.  Let "1" equal "not at all helpful," and let "10" equal "extremely helpful." 
               __________ 
 
 
If you want to comment about how helpful you believe self-hypnosis training is going to be, please describe 
that for me now: 
 
 
 
 
 
10. Finally, I would like you to return to the question about opening your eyes near the end of the hypnosis.  
(You were told that your eyelids were very heavy, heavy like lead, and extremely difficult to open.  But you 
were asked to try to open your eyes anyway.)   
 
Which of the following best describes how easy or difficult it was for you to open (or not open) your eyes?   
 
 1.  ______ I immediately and very easily opened my eyes. 
 2.  ______ I was able to open my eyes with just a little effort. 
 3.  ______ It was somewhat difficult to open my eyes, but I was able to open them. 
 4.  ______ I barely was able to open my eyes; I opened them just a little. 
 5.  ______ I could have opened my eyes if I wanted to; but I didn't, it was too much effort to even 
 try. 

6.  ______It was difficult to open my eyes; I did not open them but I probably could have if I had more 
time. 

 7.  ______ It was impossible to open my eyes; as hard as I tried, I could not open them. 
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